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H-Nationalism’s Weekend Reading series highlights recent and thought-provoking reviews, blog posts, brief articles, and op-eds. We do not endorse the views expressed by the authors referenced here and encourage critical reading. Have something to say about something you read? You can use the reply feature to offer reflections and criticisms, as long as these do not pertain to the personal integrity or motivations of the authors of the referenced items. All comments are subject to pre-publication review, inline with H-Net policies. Feel free to contact Justin Collier (collierjustin@gmail.com) and our main editorial email account (editorial-nationalism@mail.h-net.org) with any questions or suggestions.

Dear All,

The New York Times (paysite) has an article looking at the retirement of Hu Xijin, editor of the Global Times and a staunch nationalist. France 24 also has an article about Mr. Hu stepping down.

Bloomberg published a piece covering Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union (CDU) party being seated with the nationalists in the Bundestag.

The Hill has an op-ed discussing if President Emmanuel Macron can hold off the nationalist tide in France.

The Independent has an op-ed about Omicron and vaccine nationalism. The Hill published an opinion article about vaccine nationalism and the WTO. Yahoo News has an article on recent comments made by Ghanaian President Nana Akufo-Addo warning EU lawmakers against vaccine nationalism. South China Morning Post has a story about recent comments made by the managing director of COVAX warning against vaccine nationalism.

Bloomberg published a piece on ‘techno-nationalism’ in a volatile international environment.

Modern Diplomacy has an opinion piece looking at PM Narendra Modi’s Hindu nationalism in Northeast India.
The Diplomat has an article focusing on how Bangladesh’s liberation ‘shook up’ South Asia.

Modern Diplomacy has an article that focuses on the rise of nationalism in Brazil.

Religion Dispatches has a piece looking at Mormons and religious nationalism in the US state of Iowa.

Regards,

Justin Collier